
Year 1 – Autumn
English – Traditional Tales Retell

Core Texts Additional Texts

The Three 
Little Pigs

Three Billy 
Goats Gruff

Golidlocks
and the 
Three Bears

Jack and the 
Beanstalk

Little Red 
Riding 
Hood

Knowledge for the writer
• Characters may be fairy folk or even talking animals but 

make sure they are still interesting, believable 
characters your reader will care about.

• Decide how the world of people and the world of fairy 
land will come into contact and how this will cause a 
problem.

• Use numbers and patterns that usually appear in fairy 
tales, eg numbers 3 and 7

• Use phrases that have a strong rhyme or rhythm or 
another kind of pattern: a magic sentence is repeated 
several times during the story, the hero must say a 
secret rhyme to escape, a line is used at the beginning 
of each section or chapter.

• Use different styles of language for the human beings 
and the characters from the fairy world when they 
speak, to make a strong contrast between them:

Grammar Focus
Finish sentence with a full stop
Use regular simple-past-tense verb, eg walked
Third person (he, she)
Co-ordinating conjunctions: and, but
Connectives of sequence: first, second, then
Subject-verb agreement with “I” and he/she”, eg
“I/you/we have, he/she has
Begin to use adjectives
Capital letters at start of sentences and for proper 
nouns and “I”
Separate words with spaces
Prepositions: up, down, in, into, out, to, onto, under, 
inside, outside, above
Adverbs of manner (how) to describe a verb



Progression in Narrative Texts

Listening to and reading a range of stories on 
page and
screen which provoke different responses:
Story structure
Viewpoint: author; narrator
Character & dialogue
Setting

Creating stories orally, on page and screen, 
that will
impact on listeners and readers in a range of 
ways:
Telling stories
Writing

EYFS • Listen to stories being told and read. Know when a story 
has begun and ended. Recognise simple repeatable story 
structures and some typical story language, for example, 
“Once upon a time…”

• Be aware that books have authors; someone is telling 
the story.

• Stories are about characters; identify and describe their 
appearance referring to names and illustrations; notice 
when characters are speaking in the story by joining in, 
e.g. with a repeated phrase.

• Stories happen in a particular place; identify settings by 
referring to illustrations and descriptions.

• Turn stories into play using puppets, toys, costumes 
and props; imagine and re-create roles; re-tell 
narratives using patterns from listening and reading; 
tell a story about a central character; experiment 
with story language by using familiar words and 
phrases from stories in re-telling and play.

• Attempt own writing for various purposes, using 
features of different forms, including stories.

Year 1 • Identify the beginning, middle and end in 
stories and use familiarity with this structure 
to make predictions about story endings; 
recall the main events.

• Listen with sustained concentration and then 
talk about how the author created interest or 
excitement in the story; the “voice” telling 
the story is called the narrator.

• Recognise main characters and typical 
characteristics, for example, good and bad 
characters in traditional tales; identify the 
goal or motive of the main character and talk 
about how it moves the plot on; notice how 
dialogue is presented in text and begin to use 
different voices for particular characters 
when reading dialogue aloud.

• Settings can be familiar or unfamiliar and 
based on reallife or fantasy. Respond by 
making links with own experience and 
identify “story language” used to describe 
imaginary settings.

• Re-tell familiar stories and recount 
events; include main events in sequence, 
focusing on who is in the event, where 
events take place and what happens in 
each event; use story language, sentence 
patterns and sequencing words to 
organise events, (e.g.) then, next etc.; 
recite stories, supported by story boxes, 
pictures etc.; act out stories and portray 
characters and their motives.

• Use patterns and language from familiar 
stories in own writing; write complete 
stories with a simple structure: beginning 
– middle – end, decide where it is set and 
use ideas from reading for some incidents 
and events.

Year 2 • Identify the sequence: opening – something happens –
events to sort it out – ending; identify temporal 
connectives and talk about how they are used to signal 
the passing of time; make deductions about why events 
take place in a particular order by looking at characters, 
actions and their consequences.

• Begin to understand elements of an author’s style, e.g. 
books about the same character or common themes;

• Understand that we know what characters are like from 
what they do and say as well as their appearance; make 
predictions about how they might behave; notice that 
characters can change during the course of the story; the 
way that characters speak reflects their personality; the 
verbs used for dialogue tell us how a character is feeling, 
e.g. sighed, shouted, joked.

• Settings are created using descriptive words and phrases; 
particular types of story can have typical settings – use 
this experience to predict the events of a story based on 
the setting described in the story opening.

• Re-tell familiar stories using narrative structure and 
dialogue from the text; include relevant details and 
sustain the listener’s interest; tell own real and 
imagined stories; explore characters’ feelings and 
situations using improvisation; dramatise parts of 
own or familiar stories and perform to class or 
group.

• Imitate familiar stories by borrowing and adapting 
structures; write complete stories with a sustained, 
logical sequence of events; use past tense and 3rd

person consistently; include setting; create 
characters, e.g. by adapting ideas about typical story 
characters; include some dialogue; use phrases 
drawn from story language to add interest, (e.g.) she 
couldn’t believe her eyes.


